Robert Lewis, detail from, Wise, Frigid and Sincere in Business
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Humanity’s incessant impulse to both create and destroy may be an expression of the life force itself, but
with the pace of these cycles seeming to increase ever more markedly and with the impact of human activity
felt ever more globally, it is worthwhile to reflect on this impulse. While material culture transmutes
continuously, so do socio-economic, political, and religious “structures”. We see marvelous systems
designed only to fail in various ways – from the Internet to transportation networks, from medical science
to government programs. Are we building beyond our ability to control or manage what we build? Is poor
design contributing to things falling apart?
The artists in this exhibition are creating things, while commenting on breakdown at the same time – from
individual bodies succumbing to age and affliction, to the falling of great empires; from the building of new
“temples” on the rubble of the old, to the questioning of consumer culture and unfettered growth. There is
also fear expressed about the impact of all this activity on the climate of our planet and the well-being of all
of its denizens. These artists also find meaning in the ruins, remnants, and debris left behind in the wake of
this relentless building and breaking, and breathe new life into this material. Like the ever-dancing figure of
the Hindu god, Shiva, we humans hold creation and destruction in our hands. With this enormous power
comes both grief and hope.
This exhibition was conceived, curated and installed by students in ARTS 296 Gallery Culture and
Practice , a “problems of practice” course, in which students explore opportunities to connect what they
learn in the classroom with issues and matters faced by professionals working beyond the campus.

